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Some of the potentials frequently used in the 
theory of molecular energy transfer are des
cribed in terms of powers of the separation r 
between the centers of mass of the colliding 
particles; of these the Leimard—Jones (12~6) 

function is most commonly used1^6. The quan
titative knowledge that is available on the 
Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential has been derived 
from a knowledge of macroscopic properties of 
the gas, such as the viscosity and the second 
virial coefficient; i. e., the knowledge obtained 
from the properties depe교d on the behavior of a 
gas in near-equilibrium7. Therefore, use of such 
knowledge to calculate transition probabilities 
or collision cross sections is unsatisfactory 
since we are now interested in the properties 
of a gas in short range which is far removed 

from equilibrium. In recent years, impotant 
progress, however, has been made in determining 
intermolecular potentials from molecular beam 
experiments8'10. Tully and Lee9 have deter

mined the potential parameters for the LJ (20- 
6), (12-6), and (8-6) functions from crossed 
beam experiments for Ns+Ar, N2+&, O2 + 
Ar, and O2+Kr systems; they have found that 
the LJ (12-6) and (20-6) potentials give best 
agreement to the angular distribution of the 
rainbow extrema.

The purpose of this Letter is to derive an 
analytic expression for the vibrational transition 
probability of atom+diatomic system, by use 
of the LJ (12-6) pontential for which potential 
parameters are available from crossed beam ex
periments9, which provides a framework for 
discussing the dependences of vibrational tran
sitions on collision velocity, orientation angle, 
and impact parameter. For this purpose we 
shall construct the overall interaction potential, 
which contains the perturbing force, in a 
general form based on the information on the 
relative motion determined from beam experi
ments.

The experimental data by Tully and Lee 
provides information only on the spherically 
symmetric portion of the overall interaction 
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potential. This potential can be used to deter
mine the collision time and/or the collision 
trajectory of the relative motion. In studying 
molecular energy transfer problems, in addition 
to the r dependence, we also need to know the 
dependence of the interaction energy on the 
vibrational and orientation coordinates. How
ever, from the knowledge of interaction poten
tial obtained from scattering experiments, with 
some reasonably reliable procedures, we con
struct a form of the overall potential, which is 
쇼ppropriate for the study of vibrational transi
tions. For this purpose, we take the LJ (12-6) 
potential, t/(r) =4-0 f^/r)12—to re
present the spherically symmetric portion of 
the overall interaction.

For the atom+diatomic system, we express 
the overall interaction potential as

U(n r2) =2 Z)芸〔前- (“厂泸，(1) 
i = 1

where rY and r2 represent the distances between 
the incident atom and two atoms of the homo- 
nuclear diatomic molecule. This form is 
chosen because it can produce U(r) as the lead
ing term. The interatomic distances are 厂 1,2 
=〔厂2+2$2,】(0+Q r cos 6+S22,! (<Z 4- x) 2]1/2, 

where d is the equilibrium bond distance of 
the diatomic molecules, x is the displacement 
-of the bond distance from the equilibrium 
value, 6 is the angle between the r and the 
internuclear axis of the molecule, and Si,2= 
汉 1,2/(知1+如2), m's being the atomic masses of 
the molecule. Equation (1) contains the genera
ting functions r/12, r2~12, and r2"6, which 
are functions of r, x, and 0. These generating 

:functions can be developed in terms of the 
Tschebysheff polynomials of the second kind11*12. 
The explicit expressions for these functions 
including terms up to the fourth-order in 
(日+Q/r are

/J숴:1±6(牛弓cos 0+(21 cos2 0-
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件즈）2土（56 cos3 夕一을 cos（썩芝）3

J； = 늬 1±3(中)海 0+(6 c*  J音) 

(억弓2±(10 cos3 0一3 COS O') (억으)3 

+ (15cos 龍一字: *0  +으)(억뿌)」⑶ 

Substitution of these equations in eq. (1) gives 
the overall interaction energy as a function of 
r, x, and 涉； we shall denote it by U(r, 6, x):

贝•，幻;)=4叩壬)2_(_=门 

+4")7(2"T(宇)2 

+ (126 cos4 夕一号 cos2 〃+.끣 j (으으)'』

- (£)海5-斜(牛으)2

+ (15 COS4 0— 零 C0S2 夕 + 音) (억尹);

三 U(r)+V(rM,c), (4)

in which the second term V(r, x) represents 
the perturbation energy that is responsible for 
vibrational transitions.

To derive the perturbing force in a form 
which can facilitate the explicit formulation of 
vibrational transition probabilities, we transform 
the perturbation energy V (r, 3, x) into the form 
—F(r, where F (r, 0) is the orientation
dependent perturbing force which acts on the 
molecule to cause vibrational transitions. The 
force can be derived by expanding V(r,(?, x) 
in a power series of xld and taking the terms 
that are linear in x/d. The resulting expression 
for F(r, 0) is

E)=4D贋)(21c。也一斜质广

+ 序) gm을 c°S씂)(으广
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(15 cos%—亨 C0S2 〃+斜伟)七

三—奴切 0)(一* 一广+聞)(으广

-幻(夕)(-罚」跡)(으)g ⑸

Then, the amount of vibrational energy 
transfor derived above is a function o£ v, 0, 
and b, and takes the form

^~~2M I J F〔r(t), 仞 exp (icot) dt | 호 

" ⑹ 

in which the time-dependent perturbing force 
obtained by parameterizing r in time t. Substi
tution of eq. (5) in this expression gives

J£=T i 片列飞우』"exp(如)办 

+为(。)；』exp(心)办—幻(歹) 

J-JtStF exp&#)办一g2(。) 

JLL#『exp(i妃)办 I 2 (7)

For the evaluation of the integrals in 솬lis 
equation, the trajectory can be determined from 
the equation of motion13

Z =(针 J；LE—E(〃g，一U(r)]*

=l(新(으) (9‘, ⑻

where E is the relative collision energy (.卻2), 

b is the impact parameter, and t is the collision 
time defined as ?=(/z/2)1/2 jj*  (U(r) ~\-E(b/r)2 

-E)~1/2 dr, r*  being the distance of closest 
approach. With eq. (8), the integrals can be 
evaluated as4)13

四씜_办=씌牛_ exp(-M； 
J-8 a)r (cd) '

„_9 16 8 102'亍 ~79 ~7 ⑼

We can thus obtain the expression for 반le 
magnitude of vibrational energy transfer as 

您禮」铲 {3 y)+商(으)2

［（嘉ri判'（6 co# 歹-쯔 COS2 涉+志） 一亍就 

K新卷『（沁 T-榆 （으）2 

K堤）簣〕“停 C。/。-읐 COS2 歹+駢 

exp （—2m?） -
三薯业严的exp （-如，（10）

where the collision time is13

,1 q(4Z>)7/12
£12/13

1 序
(4D)1/12(rE5/12

o_rO/^V/2 g4功 52 
相須FL 

「(씀) (즈 

1瘫)'

+「儀)(1
⑵鴨)(

r@ S八1/2 (42)13/% 

r(l\ VT'/ —E19/12 
시芯丿 +-(11)

energy and impact-parameterIn eq. (1 이 the 

dependences appear in the exponential part de
termining the duration of collision, and the 
an향le dependence in the pre-exponential parts. 
By use of 놘lis expression we can therefore cal
culate the amount of vibrational energy transfer 
at any initial angle (or its orientation-averaged, 
quantity) as a function of energy. The orien
tation-averaged amount of vibrational energy 
transfer contains the factor。=专£ G(0) sin 0 d0.

According to the forced harmonic oscillator 
model, the vibrational transition probability for 
k-^n is14*15

如=仙小유7exp(—e) ;,,r
丨 z-V! \k—l)\\\n~~k\ +Z)! I

(12) 

where e,=AE!ho). The first several probabilities 
take the forms
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exp(-E), Fo2=*Rxp( —E), 

1%3=書宀沖(一£),R2=2《Il3- £)exp(£), 

We now present results for the transition 
probabilities using the expressions given above. 
The potential parameters determined by Tully 
and Lee are。=厂爪/2以=3.47 A and D=L88 
x 10-4 erg; other well-known molecular cons
tants are16 地=2359.61 cm-1, a)eXc~:14.456 cm l, 
and d=L094A・ Note that wh리】 the constants 
of the angle dependent part G(0) are calculated, 
we have G 0) =7.20 (cos，0 10.0165 cosu 0 
-0155)2, which becomes zero at 71. 2°. The 
transition probabilities are complicated functions 
of the angle 0, G((9) appearing in both the 
exponential and pre-exponential parts, but the 
imegratio교 can be readily carried out numeri
cally. We performed the integration on an XDS 
Sigma-7 computer by Simpson's 1/3 rule. Three 
different spacings and Richardson s extrapola
tions are used to improve the results17.

In Fig. 1, we plot the values of the orienta- 
tion^averaged transition probabilities Pkn for 
b=0 as a function of collision velocity. For 
nonzero impact parameters, the Amount of vi
brational energy transfer decreases from the 

V (inl06cm/sec)
Fig. 1. Variation of the orientation-averaged transitior 

probabilities P*n with v for b=Q.

collinear case at a given velocity so the curves 

shown in Fig. 1 will shift towards high velocity 

ranges but the general shapes should remain 
unchanged. Below 105 cm/sec, as shown 
in the figure, the probabilities are very small; 
e. g., at 105 cm/sec,户oi=7.48x 10一" and 
R)2=L34xl0'32, while 户12=1. 49x10*.  At 
3 x 1()5 cm/sec, Pqi—1- 91 x 10~3, R)2=8.88x 
10-6,户03=3.50 x lOf 户 12=3.80 x IO"3, and 
户 13=2.63X10-% and 户23=5.64 x id As the 

collision velocity increases, Pkn rapidly rises to 
a maximum value; it shows another broad 
maximum at still higher velocities. For 0—*1,  the 
first maximum value of 9.55 x 10-2 appears at 
4.5xl05 cm/sec and the second maximum 
value of 0.120 at 1.6x If)6 cm/sec, indicating 
that the 0-*l  transition is efficient over a wide 
velocity range above 4 x 105 cm/sec. Other one- 
quantum transition probabilities vary similarly 
at lower velocities. However, at higher collision 
velocities, we find one or more very broad but 
low maximum values compared to the 0_>l case. 
The numbers of maxima are 2, 3, and 4, resp
ectively, for 0—丄 1—2 and 2—*3  transitions.

The firts maximum is the sharpest; thereafter, 
the maxima become broader. The second maxi

mum always takes the largest value. 
The d2 and 1 一>3 transitions take 
substantially smaller probabilities 
compared to one-quantum transiti
ons below 1.4 x 106 cm/sec, but at 
higher collision velocities the pro
babilities are comparable to those 
of the latter. The 0—>2 and 1—*3  
transition probabilities take two and 
three maximum values, respecti
vely. Finally, the 0—>3 transition 
probability is the smallest of all 
of the transitions under considera
tions below 2 x 106 cm/sec, but
above 3 x 106 cm/sec it is as large 
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as the 0-*l  probability; 나le 0—*3  probability 
takes two maximum values, the second maximum 
being very broad. The figure 시early shows 
that as the collision velocity increases, many 

channels are open for vibrational transitions 
and many o£ them become important.

The orientation-dependent probability Pk„ has 
a much simpler velocity dependence. For exam
ple, Pon takes a single maximum value of 
nMexp(—n) /nl at For the c시linear collision 
(i. e., <?=0°), the maximum values of 0.367, 
0. 270, and 0.224 then appear for dl, d2, 
and d3, respectively, in the velocity range 
4.5xl05—5X105 cm/sec. As shown in Fig, 1, 
this is the range where the first peaks o£ the 
orientation-averaged probabilities Pqi, Po2> and 
Po3 appear with the values 9.55 x 10-2, 5.03 x 
10'2, and 3.54 x 10"2, respectively, which are 
significantly smaller than the corresponding 
collinear probabilities. However, beyond this 
velocity range, the collinear probabilities rapidly 
decrease with rising velocity.

From the above results we make the following 
concluding statements. (1) We have developed 
a procedure to construct the perturbation energy 
in an appropriate form for the study of vibra
tional transitions in atom+diatomic system몽 on 
the basis of the knowledge obtained from cro
ssed beam experiments. (2)Application of the 
vibrational transition probabilities derived from 
the perturbation energy to N2+Ar shows that 
나比 0^1, 0—>2, 0—>3, 1—*2,  1一一，3, and 2~>3 
probabilities have a complicated structured de
pendence on collision velocity in the range of 
4x 105 to 4xl06 cm/sec. In this velocity range, 
all these transitions are found to be important. 
(3) In the present collision system, the aniso
tropy of the interaction potential is not severe. 
Even so the comparison of Pkn with P如 indi
cates that the angle dependence can seriously 

affect the transition probabilities.
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